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It is shown that the vacuum fluctuations of an electromagnetic field are concentrated near atoms.
This effect worsens the quantum limit of precision of the measurements in atomic systems.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1384006#
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It is well known that the quantum nature of electroma
netic radiation manifests itself in the zero-point oscillatio
~ZPO! of the field strengths. In particular, ZPO are respo
sible for a number of important effects such as the sponta
ous emission, Lamb shift, Casimir–Polder force, quant
beats, etc.~e.g., see Refs. 1–3!. As a source of quantum
noise, ZPO define the limit of precision of quantu
measurements.2–4 In the usual treatment, ZPO are calculat
as though the field is represented by the plane waves of
tons in empty space.1–4 This simplified picture overlooks the
fact that the atomic transitions emit the multipole radiatio5

represented by the quantized spherical waves.6

The purpose of this letter is to trace the difference
tween the ZPO of plane waves in empty space and thos
spherical waves of photons in presence of atoms. Such
investigation, although simple in itself, seems to be imp
tant for the experiments with single-atom masers,7 trapped
Ridberg atoms,8 and for estimation of the Casimir–Polde
forces between atoms.1 This issue has attracted a great de
of interest in connection with the general problems of qu
tum physics as well as with applications in the field of op
cal communication and information technologies.

The qualitative difference between the ZPO of plane a
multipole waves immediately follows from the comparis
of energies of free fields, described by well know
formulas2–4

H (plane)5(
k,s

\vk~aks
1 aks11/2! ~1!

and5

H (multi)5(
k

(
l, j ,m

\vk~akl jm
1 akl jm11/2!. ~2!

Here s51/2 is the index of polarization of plane waves,l
labels the type of multipole radiation~either electric or mag-
netic!, j 51,2, . . . is theangular momentum of photons,m
52 j , . . . ,j is the projection of the angular momentum, a
a(•) denotes the corresponding photon annihilation opera
Then, the energy of the ZPO~the energy of the vacuum state!
is

H ~plane!
~vac! 5(

k,s
\vk/25(

k
\vk , ~3!

a!Electronic mail: shumo@fen.bilkent.edu.tr
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H (multi)
(vac) 5(

k
(

l, j ,m
\vk/25(

k
F (

j 51

`

~2 j 11!\vkG . ~4!

At first sight, Eqs.~3! and ~4! are equivalent because bo
give the infinite energy of the vacuum state. In fact, th
infinity is inessential because of the following reason. T
point is that the contribution of the ZPO can be recogniz
only through a measurement which implies an averaging
physical quantities over a finite ‘‘volume of detection’’ an
exposition time of detector.9 In other words, any real mea
surement involves a filtration, leading to a separation of
nite transmission frequency band~TFB!.

It is seen from Eqs.~3! and ~4!, that even if we assume
that the filtration process separates the dipole photons o
the right-hand side in Eq.~4! exceeds that in Eq.~3! in three
times ~at the same TFB!. If we further restrict consideration
by the electric dipole photons~l5E and j 51!, the ratio
between the Eqs.~3! and ~4! is

@H (multi)
vac /H (plane)

vac # (l5E, j 51)53/2. ~5!

Thus, the measuring level of the ZPO of multipole radiati
exceeds that of the plane waves of photons. From the ph
cal point of view, this result is caused by the fact that t
multipole field is specified by more quantum degrees of fr
dom than the plane waves of photons and each degre
freedom contributes into the vacuum fluctuations.

We now stress that the expressions~3!, ~4!, and~5! cor-
respond to the vacuum state energy in the whole volume
quantization. A much more interesting and important res
can be obtained from the consideration of spatial proper
of the field.

The plane waves of photons in a finite volumeV are
specified by the following positive-frequency part of the ve
tor potential2,3

A(plane)
(1) ~r ,t !5(

k,s
gkekseik•re2 ivktaks , ~6!

wheregk5A2p\vk /k2V is the normalization factor andeks

denotes the unit vector of polarization. In turn, for the m
tipole radiation, we have

A(multi)
(1) ~r ,t !5 (

k,l, j ,m
gk (

m521

1

emVkl jmm~r !e2 ivktakl jm .

~7!

Here, em denotes the base vectors of the so-called helic
basis,10 centered at the local source~atom!. In the case of
radiation in a cavity, the mode functionsV(r ) are expressed
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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in terms of linear combinations of spherical Bessel functio
j l(kr) ( l 5 j , j 61), Clebsch–Gordon coefficients, an
spherical harmonics.6,11 Independent of the representatio
the density of the ZPO is specified by the followin
commutator4

W(•)
(vac)5

k2

8p
@A(1!~r ,t !,A(2)~r ,t !], ~8!

whereA(2)5(A(1))1. In the case of plane waves, it leads

W(plane)
(vac) 5

k2

8p (
k,s

gk
2 . ~9!

It is seen that, in spite of the position dependence of
mode function, the energy density of the ZPO in Eq.~9! is
spatially homogeneous. Unlike the result in Eq.~9!, in the
case of multipole field, Eq.~8! takes the form

W(multi)
(vac) ~r !5(

k
gk

2 (
l, j ,m,m

uVkl jmm~r !u2. ~10!

The spatial inhomogeneity of multipole ZPO comes from
position dependence of the mode functionV(r ). Taking into
account the properties of spherical harmonics and Clebs
Gordon coefficients, it is a straightforward matter to sh
that uV(r )u2 in Eq. ~10! is independent of the angular var
ables. The right-hand side in Eq.~10! tends to Eq.~9! at far
distanceskr@1. Hence, the ZPO are distributed symmet
cally with respect to the local source~atom! and are concen
trated in some neighborhood of the source where they
strongly exceed the level of Eq.~9! predicted by the mode
of plane waves of photons.

The result can be illustrated by Fig. 1, showing the co
tribution of the dipole terms withj 51 into Eq. ~10! versus
dimensionless distancekr from the source in the case of
monochromatic field. The dotted line shows the level of
ZPO of Eq. ~9!. It is seen that the ZPO of Eq.~10! are
concentrated at least in the region of the order ofr<r 0

;2/k5l/p around the atom, wherel denotes the wave
length. Thus, the effect of condensation of the vacuum no
near atoms can be observed in the near and interme
zones. Therefore, the effect seems to be important for
near-field optics. We note that a qualitatively similar res

FIG. 1. The ZPO of plane waves~dotted line! and multipole waves vs
dimensionless distancekr are shown.
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can be obtained for the outgoing and incoming spher
waves described by the spherical Hankel functions. In t
case, to avoid the divergence atkr→0, we have to assume
that the atom occupies a finite volume.

To stress the importance of the obtained result, we n
note that, in a number of modern experiments on enginee
entanglement in the system of trapped Ridberg atoms,
interatomic distances are of the order ofr 0 or even less.8

Thus, this effect is important for an adequate estimation
the quantum fluctuations of radiation in such systems. Sin
in this case, we have more than one atom, consider a
illustrative example the system of two identical atoms se
rated by distanced. Assume that one of the atoms~source! is
initially in an excited state, while the other~detector! is in
the ground state. The emission of a photon by the sou
atom and successive absorption by the detecting atom ca
interpreted as a Hertz-type measurement. This experim
should be described in terms of the spherical waves of p
tons as a superposition of outgoing and incoming waves
cused on the source and detector, respectively. Such a s
position should obey the boundary conditions for t
radiation field. It should be stressed that this quantum pict
is insensitive to a ‘‘real path’’ of the photon, while it obey
the causality principle.10 It then follows from the aforemen
tioned results that both atoms ‘‘condense’’ the vacuum fl
tuations around. Ifd@r 0 , the detection process is influence
mainly by the vacuum noise due to the detecting atom. In
opposite case of short interatomic distancesd<r 0 , there is
an overlap of the ZPO concentrated near the source and
tector, which worsens the quantum limit of precision of t
measurement.

This effect can be important for the polarization e
tanglement investigation in the systems of trapped Ridb
atoms as well. The point is that the multipole radiation h
at short distances, a linearly polarized longitudinal~radial!
component in addition to the circular polarized transver
components~e.g., see Refs. 12 and 13!. Therefore, the polar-
ization is described by the (333) Hermitian polarization
matrix instead of a conventional (232) polarization matrix
of plane waves. In the quantum case, the elements of
corresponding operator matrix of a monochromatic elect
type j -pole field have the form13

Pmm8~r !5k2Am
(2)~r !Am8

(1)
~r !, ~11!

where Am
(6)5em* 3A(6). The corresponding ZPO are the

described by the following commutators

k2@Am8
(1)

~r !,Am
(2)~r !#, ~12!

similar to Eq. ~8!. Following this consideration, it is a
straightforward matter to arrive at the conclusion that
vacuum fluctuations of polarization are also condensed n
the atoms where they can strongly influence the precision
the polarization measurements. The ‘‘shot noise limit’’ det
mined by these strong fluctuations should be taken into
count in the design of experiments on polarization entang
ment in atomic systems.

The aforementioned effect can also be considered in
context of the Casimir–Polder force in the system of tw
atoms. If the atoms are separated by a short distanced<r 0

~in a trap, for example!, the ZPO are much stronger in th
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interatomic space in comparison with the surrounding spa
Then the corresponding Casimir–Polder force should m
fest itself by a specific drift of trapped atoms.

In conclusion, the author would like to thank Professo
H. Eberly and Professor V. I. Rupasov for fruitful discu
sions.
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